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The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed and
reshaped dynamics and practices across all
industries, and the IDC is no exception. As we move
tentatively into a post-pandemic world, a selection
of office product dealers explain how they have
weathered the storm thus far and are anticipating
further shifts in the future.
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EDITORIAL
The summer vacation season is always a good
time for a little bit of reflection. Although for some
of us, the current high temperature levels are
making reflection on anything other than a nice
cold drink or an ice cream pretty tough!
In this month’s cover story, we mull over the
huge changes that we have all faced in the last
couple of years and offer a few insights into how
some dealers have successfully been transitioning
post-pandemic and how they are looking to
remain nimble going forward.
At INDEPENDENT DEALER, we’ve also been
having a look at how we do things and are
currently working hard behind the scenes to try to
ensure that we continue to offer the IDC as much
help as we can going forward.
A number of distinguished contributors to
our pages in the past have spoken of the need
to maintain a solid social media presence, so
we thought it about time we took that advice
ourselves and have created a LinkedIn page for
the magazine, which I now invite you to follow.
We will soon be launching a LinkedIn Group for
all members of the IDC to post ideas and discuss
issues that affect the channel. I’m also working on
improving our Facebook presence, but you may
have to bear with me a little longer on that one!
Finally, we are in the process of setting up an
advisory group for the magazine consisting of
industry leaders and senior executives from all
corners of the IDC, who will help guide editorial
policy and suggest suitable topics for features. If
you’d be interested in joining, let me know.
Of course, you don’t have to be a member of
the advisory board to contribute ideas; I’m always
keen to hear your opinions—both good and bad—
about ID, so please do get in touch.
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Maco Office Interiors:
60 years of excellence

If you’ve been an independent office products dealer for 60 years,
you’ll have seen a lot of change. If you’re a successful dealer, you’ll
have changed with it. And that is precisely what Maco Office Interior,
Union City, New Jersey, has done and why the company is thriving.
“We rebranded from Maco Office Supply to Maco Office Solutions
when we expanded into janitorial products,” says Sharon Reissman,
furniture sales manager and co-owner of the company. “We rebranded
to Maco Office Interiors about 10 years ago when we decided to focus
on the furniture sector.”
The refocus has proved to be a wise decision. The company’s
primary source of revenue is state contracts, including municipalities,
fire and police departments, and schools. “We’ve seen a tremendous
increase in furniture sales,” Sharon says. “Our volume in school
furniture is three times what it was pre-COVID-19. Part of the reason
is government funding and the extraordinary money given to support
the return to school. It is also because of the change from ‘cemetery’
style classrooms, with four rows of six chairs all facing forward. Now
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Durable Avery school supplies that last the whole year

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT WITH SUPPLIES THAT LAST
We’ve got all the best back-to-school supplies to get ready for the classroom and beyond.
Stock up on tried-and-true Avery supplies for the classroom, admin offices, break areas
and more.
Heavy-duty view binders designed to take whatever the year throws at them
Plastic dividers that stand up to tough use and can easily be wiped down
Markers, highlighters & glue sticks in best-value packs designed for teachers
Best-selling labels & name badges and free Avery tools to customize online
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the focus is on more collaborative education and allowing
students the opportunity to learn the way they learn best.
Some kids and people like to stand. Some like to sit in chairs
and others on couches. The same is true of workers in
businesses.”
Maco was founded in 1952 in Jersey City, New Jersey.
In 1961, the owners bought their current showroom
headquarters in Union City. In 1978, current president and
CEO Ricky Reissman purchased the company; his wife,
Sharon, joined when the couple married in 1986.
While Maco’s concentration is furniture, its office solutions
division continues to play a role in the company’s success. In
fact, during the COVID-19 pandemic shutdown, when furniture
sales came to a virtual halt, these solutions—along with
Maco’s extensive supply network—helped keep the company
profitable.
“I believe our business success is based on the fact that we
are a trusted resource,” Sharon says. “We are the company
that people in the industry call; if our customers need it, we’ll
find it.”
And during the pandemic, what people sought was
protection. “People called needing PPE,” Sharon recalls. “We
sold hundreds of plexiglass shields and dividers because, in
the beginning, people were still coming into work. One of our
furniture manufacturers even converted its production facility
to manufacture them. We also were a resource for masks,
gloves, cleaning and other janitorial products. We have a
saying that if you use it in school or business, we have it or can
find it. Even things like tension barriers for crowd control—
things people don’t think of as office products. We can supply
these things because we have been around for 60 years and
have developed the contacts.”
Sharon believes three things have allowed Maco to maintain
its firm footing as a trusted independent dealer within its
community: “We only represent quality office products and
furniture. We don’t sell cheaply made $99 chairs; we offer
top-quality furniture made primarily in the United States that
will look good and remain functional for a long time. We also
have competitive pricing. Of course, we make a profit; but
we give our clients the best possible prices. In our industry,
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it is common to get two or three quotes. You have no idea
how often customers say how much higher the other quotes
they got were. The third thing we offer is excellent customer
service. If you go to big box stores and say you need a chair
for $200, they will tell you to look for it. They aren’t interested
in helping; they are just looking to sell. If you tell us a budget,
we’ll know the brands and will bring you three options. Ricky
and I are the owners, and we oversee every job. It gets harder
as a company gets bigger, but many big companies focus on
profit. I strongly feel our customer service is unparalleled.”
Sharon believes some current trends work in Maco and
other independent dealers’ favor.
“People are tired of cheap,” she says. “There was an allure
to it at one time, but now they are saying, ‘Enough with the
cheap!’ Since COVID-19, people also think and care more
about who they do business with. They are seeing bakeries
and pharmacies go out of business and thinking, ‘I contributed
to that by buying from Costco.’ The tide is turning against
the big guys and the cheap. People want to support local
businesses. People are coming back saying they couldn’t get
the service we offer. We are seeing a tremendous increase in
business. It’s exciting.”
Sharon suggests these trends give independent dealers a
clear advantage as long as they remember what’s important.
“No. 1, to remain successful, you need to provide strong
customer service, especially in furniture sales,” she advises.
“Salespeople need to realize the job doesn’t end because the
client ordered five chairs and they delivered five chairs. The
job isn’t done until the client is 100 percent satisfied. The big
boxes don’t have the staffing or the experience to provide this
level of excellent customer service.”
“When my father started this business in 1952, people
bought from the local supplier and that was the start of our
relationship-based business model,” adds Ricky Reissman.
“When clients call us and describe their office furniture
needs, they are confident that we will give them the best
products at the best price—with excellence in customer
service. My cell phone is on seven days a week because
that’s how people work now. We are a trusted source and
that’s our secret to success.”
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Up close and
personal giving.

D O N AT I O N
M AT C H I N G

Hammermill will match
your gift up to $75,000.
D O N AT E N OW

T H E G E H R FA M I LY CE N T E R FO R L E U K E M IA R E S E A RCH
Finding a cure is close. Make your donation personal. For 40 years, the National Business Products Industry (NBPI)
has championed City of Hope’s mission to find cures to cancer, diabetes, HIV/AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses.
This year, the NBPI continues its personal giving support with a new effort to support the Gehr Family Center for Leukemia
Research—the Accelerator Fund.
City of Hope is committed to making even the deadliest forms of leukemia entirely treatable. The
Accelerator Fund helps provide resources for the work of leukemia research luminary Guido Marcucci,
M.D. Under Marcucci’s leadership, doctors and researchers are actively developing next-generation
therapeutics for all leukemias, with a special focus on acute myeloid leukemia (AML).
For Jennifer Smith, president of Innovative Office Solutions in Minnesota, and member of the NBPI
executive council, AML hits home. Along with her network, she is actively driving much of the efforts
to find cures.
The goal of the Accelerator Fund is to raise $1 million. Your personal investment in the Accelerator
Fund will give our scientists the tools they need to scale up the creation of novel therapeutics and
swiftly move forward with clinical trials of our most promising new treatments for AML.

UPCOMING EVENTS
THE SPIRIT OF LIFE ® GALA (October 13) Honoring Peter Scala
of Staples at the Navy Pier, Chicago, Illinois
SPINITAR ANNUAL GOLF FOR HOPE (November 7) hosted by Spinitar
at Yorba Linda Country Club – Orange County, California
2023 TOUR & HALL OF FAME DINNER (February 20-21, 2023)
at City of Hope – Duarte, California

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.
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The Supply Room, Beach Chemical & Paper Co. merge
The Supply Room, Ashland, Virginia—a division of
TSRC, Inc., Virginia’s largest independent office supplies
dealer—has merged with Beach Chemical & Paper Co., a
well-established distributor of janitorial supplies.
The merger took effect in the first week of August and aims
to leverage the two companies’ expertise and resources. It
also provides an additional Virginia Beach location for The
Supply Room.
“Combining our organizations in the Tidewater area allows
our collective customers access to a wider array of products
from one source and allows us to build upon the service
we’re able to provide,” says Yancey Jones, Jr., The Supply
Room’s chief operating officer. “Beach Chemical will trade
as a division of The Supply Room initially and transition under
The Supply Room completely at a later date. All Beach staff
will remain in place and we will be merging both Virginia
Beach locations into the Beach Chemical facility.”
Founded in 1951, The Supply Room is a third-generation,
family-owned and operated company. A designated small
and woman-owned business, it has offices in Ashland,
Bridgewater, Charlottesville, Lynchburg, Richmond,

Roanoke, Sterling, and Virginia Beach, Virginia; Elkridge and
Hagerstown, Maryland; and Charlotte, North Carolina.
Veteran-owned Beach Chemical & Paper Co. has served
the Virginia Beach area for over 40 years and offers more
than 2,000 locally stocked products from some of the top
janitorial industry manufacturers.

dancker acquires Arbee
Integrated interior solutions firm
dancker has acquired the assets of
Arbee, a third-generation family-owned
business and Steelcase furniture
dealer with offices in Piscataway, New
Jersey, and Gaithersburg, Maryland,
and a logistical facility in Beltsville,
Maryland. The acquisition makes the
nearly 200-year-old dancker the largest
Steelcase dealer in the mid-Atlantic
United States.
dancker’s client list includes several
Fortune 100 companies. The Steelcase
Preferred Partner maintains partnerships
with more than 300 manufacturers in
the furniture, architectural products and
audiovisual industries.
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“dancker’s acquisition of Arbee
brings together two outstanding
companies, each of which has a long,
proud history and a well-established
reputation for providing remarkable
customer experiences,” says dancker
president and CEO Steven Lang.
“Together, this talented team is looking
forward to creating a new chapter
as the largest interiors integrator in
New Jersey and the mid-Atlantic,
founded on a spirit of innovation and a
commitment to client satisfaction.”
Effective as of the acquisition, Arvbee
is doing business as dancker and will
continue to provide the same products
and services for which it has become
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known. Arbee’s employees will join
dancker’s team.
“On behalf of myself and Arbee’s
leadership team, we are excited to
join an organization that also has a
long, proud history and outstanding
reputation,” says Nancy Berkowitz,
Arbee’s former owner and CEO.
“Both dancker and Arbee have been
outstanding Steelcase dealer partners
for decades,” says Eddy Schmitt,
Steelcase’s senior vice president of
the Americas. “By joining forces, their
capabilities and effectiveness will
become even stronger for the benefit
of their clients in New Jersey and the
Delaware-Maryland-Virginia market.”
dancker’s acquisition of Arbee
follows the acquisitions of U.S.
Business Interiors, formerly based
in Capitol Heights, Maryland;
and Baltimore, Maryland-based
Hyperspace. Founded in 1829,
dancker is one of the country’s oldest
privately held companies.
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The tough choice
between incredible
and amazing.

Navigator Platinum Digital

Navigator Premium Multipurpose

It’s time to print in high definition!
Excellent print contrast
Microporous surface for fast ink drying
Extra thick and opaque for duplex printing
99 Bright
Now with UHD Formula

Trusted performance that always delivers!
99.99% paper jam-free
Improved surface for optimal color contrast
Multifunctional for every use
97 Bright

Ideal for: Presentations, Color graphics, Sales & Marketing
collateral, Reports and other color intensive printed materials.

Learn more at navigator-usa.com
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Ideal for: Letters, Invoices, Receipts, Memos, Statements,
Agreements and other daily printed materials.
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Innovative Office Solutions CEO Jennifer Smith inducted
into Minnesota Business Hall of Fame
Jennifer Smith, founder, president and
CEO of Innovative Office Solutions,
Burnsville, Minnesota, was inducted
into Twin Cities Business’ Minnesota
Business Hall of Fame. The induction
ceremony was held on July 28.
Each year, Twin Cities Business
inducts leaders who have made lifetime

contributions to the health and vitality
of Minnesota’s business community
into its Minnesota Business Hall of
Fame. Smith was chosen for her
business acumen and understanding
of the power of technology and
relationships—skills she has used to
grow the company she founded in 2001

into the nearly $170 million annual sales
company it is today.
“This is such an honor for Jennifer,
for many reasons,” says Bridget
Smith, Innovative Office Solutions’
marketing director. “It’s amazing how
she’s continued to grow the company.
Her goal was to become the largest
independent dealer in the Midwest
in 10 years and she’s done it in nine.
It’s inspirational; it shows how hard
work, dedication and staying close
in your relationships matter. It’s also
a testament to the whole team. She
always says she’s a visionary. She calls
her visions ‘Swiss cheese’: everyone in
the company works to fill in the holes
and bring the visions to life.”
Twin Cities Business is a leading
provider of Minnesota business news,
publishing a monthly magazine, a
twice-weekly e-newsletter, daily online
news stories and an annual business
information guide.

Storey Kenworthy donates to the
Children’s Therapy Center
Each quarter, Storey Kenworthy,
Ames, Iowa, selects an Iowa or Quad
Cities-based nonprofit organization
to support with a financial donation.
The organization is chosen from
nominations submitted by Storey
Kenworthy volunteers. This quarter’s
recipient was the Children’s Therapy
Center of the Quad Cities, Rock Island,
Illinois.
Storey Kenworthy raises funds
through various methods throughout
each quarter, and the company’s
manufacturer partners and customers
can also contribute.
“We are fortunate enough to be able
to give back to our communities in a
variety of ways,” says Nicole Boyington,
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Storey Kenworthy’s design community
workplace consultant and community
engagement co-chair. “One is our
quarterly gift program through our
supply division. This quarter’s donation
will go to the Children’s Therapy Center
of Quad Cities. As we all know, the last
couple of years have been difficult for
so many, but children, in particular,
have been hugely affected. It is so
important, especially during these
times, for all children in need to have
access to these important services. We
are lucky to have an organization like
Children’s Therapy Center to offer this.”
The Children’s Therapy Center of the
Quad Cities is an outpatient pediatric
rehabilitation center that provides
INDEPENDENT DEALER

physical, occupational, speech and
feeding therapy services to children
with developmental disabilities and
delays throughout eastern Iowa and
western Illinois.
“We strongly believe that as a
business, it is our responsibility to give
back in any way we can to support
our employees, customers, business
partners and all other citizens in our
communities, and to do our part to
make these communities healthy and
thriving,” Nicole adds.
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Professional

The ultimate office stamp.
ERGONOMIC HANDLE
ENSURES COMFORT
DURING REPEATED USE

HIGH-END DESIGN
FOR A PREMIUM
EXPERIENCE

PRODUCED BY
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ORDERS.US@TRODAT.NET • TRODATUSA.COM
For inquiries about our OP Software Integration please contact Chris.Boyle@trodat.net
And be sure to mention you saw our Independent Dealer ad when inquiring!
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Emerald Business Supply supports
Safe-Hub Philadelphia

Emerald Business Supply has donated
office supplies to support Safe-Hub
Philadelphia’s back-to-school block
party. The event, held on August 20,
helps families in the Philadelphia
area prepare for the new school year.
Safe-Hub’s goal is to distribute 700
backpacks filled with school supplies
to those in the community.
Safe-Hub offers youth safe spaces,
sports-based learning through soccer
and coach-mentorship relationships
to help young people access equal
opportunities and reach their full
potential.
According to Jaret Lyons, Emerald
Business Supply’s vice president of
sales and operations, the opportunity
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for the company to support the
program came when he was
approached by Zoraida Cordero,
Safe-Hub Philadelphia’s program
director. The two had met when they
served together on another nonprofit
board. Lyons did some research and
liked what he found.
“I liked that it was based around
soccer,” he says. “I grew up playing
soccer—it was a huge part of my life
and it helps keep kids off the street.”
He also liked the idea of Emerald
being able to help individuals and the
community: “There’s a lot of bad things
happening to people, and the more you
can help even one person, the better;
I think it can have a snowball effect.
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There’s a lot of initiatives out there, and
of course, you can’t do them all. But
it’s important to do what you can. Both
Emerald and this division of Safe-Hub
are Philadelphia-based. We have to
take care of our own backyard.”
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The Office Shop uses ink cartridges to help cancer patients

The Office Shop, Aitkin, Minnesota,
has made a $30,000 contribution
to The Zachary Johnson Kids with
Cancer Fund at Riverwood Foundation,
Riverwood Healthcare Center, in Aitkin.
The dealer’s customers, family, friends
and communities it has serviced for 39
years made the donation possible. The
Office Shop has donated to the fund
annually since establishing it in 1993.
This year saw the largest donation to
date. The funds are raised by selling
empty ink cartridges at whatever the
current rate is to be refilled and resold.
The fund was developed by The
Office Shop co-owners Jodie and Scott
Johnson after their son, who has Down’s
Syndrome, was diagnosed with cancer
at six months old.
“The Aitkin Women of Today and
Aitkin Jaycees gave us money to help
with the costs we were facing,” says
Jodie. “We were lucky—we had great
insurance; but it made us think of others
facing the same thing who might not,
so we used the money to start the fund.
Once we created the fund, we needed
to find a way to continue to contribute to
it to help as many families as possible.
We owned The Office Shop and refilling
cartridges became popular, so we
developed this program.”
The first year, the donation was
$500. This year, it was $2,000. “We
just finished our annual hospital charity
golf event and the money raised is
going to the fund, so we are going to

ask our board of directors to increase
the amount to $3,000 next year,” Jodie
says. The fund has given away $95,000
and helped 65 families to date.
She also wants to say this to all who
donated: “We thank you for dropping
off empty ink cartridges in our Aitkin
or Brainerd stores or sending them
with our drivers. YOU are saving the
environment; and most importantly,
YOU are helping make a difference to a
child in our area suffering from cancer.
With your support of this program, we
made their cancer journey a bit better.”
The funds are given to children within
a 90-mile radius of Aitkin based on three
criteria: the recipient must be under
21, have cancer and have a doctor’s
signature for the diagnosis.
“We wanted to keep it simple, with
just three questions to make it as easy
as possible to apply,” Jodie explains.
“The last thing people need when going
through the worst time in their life is
more paperwork and they already have
to fill out millions of healthcare forms.”
The fund also is unique in that it does
not dictate how the money is spent.

“There are so many expenses you don’t
think of when your child has cancer,”
Jodie says. “You can be at the hospital
for weeks. You need a place to stay;
you need to eat. You’re away from work
and might worry about how you will pay
the bills. That’s why the money can be
spent in any way that is needed. It can
be spent on a vacation, to pay for a gas
or electricity bill, or to buy food or a toy.”
One child who received money from
the fund was a three-year-old with
terminal cancer. “All she wanted in the
world was a motorized Barbie car,”
Jodie says, holding back tears at the
memory. “Her parents bought it for her.
After she died, they asked if they could
visit us. They wanted us to know that
she rode the car in the house whenever
she felt good enough to and how much
joy it brought her.”
Jodie and Scott’s son is now 31.
“We’ve been fortunate and blessed,”
she says. Undoubtedly there are
families in Aitkin who feel the same way
about The Office Shop and its owners.
For more information about the fund,
visit theofficeshopinc.com.

BSI celebrates 75
Certified MillerKnoll dealer Building Services Inc (BSI), Waukesha,
Wisconsin—one of the first broadly diversified contract furniture
dealers in the United States—celebrated its 75th anniversary in
style with an evening gala that featured live music, roasted corn
and cocktails from the bar and tap sponsored by The Perlick
Corp. The event provided the perfect opportunity for BSI to thank
its employees for their hard work, retell favorite BSI stories and
have an all-round good time while contemplating what the next 75
years might hold for the company.
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SECRETS of success
Stinson’s Office Supply, Bakersfield, California
You must be doing something
right when you’re an independent,
family-owned office products dealer
that’s been in business for 75 years
and still going strong. More likely, you
must be doing a whole lot right. And
sometimes, doing what’s right involves
ignoring well-meaning advice—even
when it comes from your father.
“My father told me business is
a triangle,” explains Ben Stinson,
president of Stinson’s Office Supply.
“One tip of the triangle is product
quality; one is price; and one is service.
He said, ‘You can’t be all three; you
must focus on one.’ In this case, he
was wrong. We have to focus on all
three—it’s what sets us apart.”

A rocky start

In 1945, after graduating and serving
in the Navy during World War II, Ben’s
father, Ben Franklin, was teaching
when he met Mary Elizabeth, also a
teacher. The two married later that
year. In 1946, they had a daughter
and Mary Elizabeth encouraged her
husband to find a potentially more
lucrative job. “At the time, Bakersfield
was burgeoning and had only one
office products store,” says Ben. “So,
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my father opened Stinson’s Stationers,
a 1,500-square-foot retail store. But
in 1947, two other office product
stores opened; Bakersfield went from
one store to four. My father started
delivering to offices to differentiate
Stinson’s from the competition. The first
five to eight years, dad was growing
the business, but it wasn’t lucrative.
Mom was still teaching and bringing
home the bacon. By year 10, however,
it was showing a little profit.”
The rest is history—albeit a history
that has included some challenges
and changes.

Change, challenges
and competition

“In the 1960s, we were mainly retail
and delivery,” Ben says. “The 1970s
to 1980s saw the move from paper
to automation. Today, 80 percent
of our business is online.” But while
this trajectory may seem simple, the
transitions haven’t always come easily.
“When the big box stores arrived
on the scene, it changed how we
did business,” recalls Russ Haley,
Stinson’s vice president. “At the time,
we were probably 50 to 60 percent
retail. We saw that the big boxes did a
good job of retail,
so we started
focusing on
commercial; 12
years ago, we
closed our last
retail store.”
Today, there’s
a new competitor
in town.
“Amazon is more
of an influencer
worldwide than
any big box
store,” Russ
Ben Stinson (left)
acknowledges.
and Russ Haley
“Amazon
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Company: Stinson’s Office Supply
Headquarters:
Bakersfield, California
Top management: Ben Stinson,
president; Russ Haley, vice
president; John Cowan, director
of operations; Debbie Stinson,
director of business development/
HR; Alicia Kolbus, director of
analytics; Haley Abercrombie,
account management
First-call wholesaler:
S.P. Richards
Online business: 80%–85%
Number of employees: 38
opened a 2.6 million-square-foot facility
just four miles away from us. It is a
strong competitor.”
One solution? “We usually allow
customers to talk,” he says. “They talk
fondly of Amazon for home buying but
not fondly for business after they get
three shipments from three vendors
and three invoices.”
And competition isn’t Stinson’s only
challenge. “With COVID-19 and the
supply chain issues, pricing keeps
going up at a rate we’ve never seen,”
reports Russ. “It’s challenging to stay
on top of it and communicate it to
customers.”
Ben adds: “One quarter, you explain
prices are going up. It’s hard to have
the same conversation the next
quarter. People think they pay $1 and
Stinson’s gets $1. They forget we have
to buy the product. The margins get
skinnier and skinnier.”
But both Russ and Ben agree they
should weather the challenges in
the same way as Stinson’s always
has in the past. “We have to remain
relevant to our customers, add value
to their business and offer competitive
pricing,” explains Ben. “The rest is
easy. As for the next 75 years? I haven’t
a clue. But for the next few years, I
expect business to be good. We are
strong financially and have a great
culture. We treat our employees well
and they treat us very well.”
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If you have news to share - email it to
rowan@IDealerCentral.com

ISG renews key GSA contract, announces rebate
Independent Suppliers Group (ISG) has
announced a new award of a General
Services Administration (GSA) contract
for office and restroom products.
ISG’s previous GSA Schedule 75
expired on July 24, 2022 after being held
by the company for 20 years. This new
agreement is a five-year contract with
three five-year extension periods and an
estimated award value of $30 million.
“This value-added benefit of
membership in Independent Suppliers
Group, through the EPIC Business
Essentials Order Point platform, allows
more than 40 currently authorized
participating dealers to sell to the federal

government without having to manage
their own contract,” ISG noted in a press
release.
“The ISG history of holding federal
government contracts is vast and has
resulted in millions of dollars of sales for
our members,” said Charles Forman,
EVP of sales and marketing at ISG.
“The federal sales program, with ISG’s
EPIC Business Essentials, has given
us the ability to significantly grow our
federal business in our marketplace,”
added Stacy Duke, president of Butler
Business Products.
Meanwhile, ISG has distributed Q1
2022 rebates of more than $6.2 million to

its members, as of June 2022.
This number represents a 6.5 percent
increase over the same quarter from
last year. In addition, the ISG board of
directors has approved a $2.7 million
patronage dividend – for 2021 – to its
shareholders of record.

AOPD and Pinnacle
team up for Industry
Week meetings

Independent dealer organizations AOPD and Pinnacle
Affiliates have agreed to co-brand and partially combine their
one-on-one meetings at Industry Week ’22 in November.
This combination will include AOPD and Pinnacle dealers
and business partners that currently overlap memberships.
It will also include Pinnacle-only (non-AOPD) dealers
and suppliers that have been part of previous Pinnacle
one-on-ones.
Effectively, AOPD is combining a portion of its Engage
annual meeting with Pinnacle one-on-ones. A dealer that is an
AOPD and a Pinnacle member will have a single one-on-one
meeting with both AOPD and Pinnacle business partners
during Industry Week ’22. AOPD said its participation will bring
sales and marketing focus to these conversations, promoting
growth in AOPD contract sales which, in turn, will increase
rebate dollars on Pinnacle programs.
AOPD dealers and business partners that are not Pinnacle
members will not be doing one-on-ones at Industry Week
’22. These companies will conduct AOPD one-on-ones at its
annual meeting in 2023.
AUGUST 2022

AOPD, Independent Suppliers Group and Pinnacle said
this agreement will minimize duplication and reduce time
and expense for all participants. The move is seen as an
important step to increased collaboration on future meetings,
with a mutual interest to do similar events together—where
possible—as long as value is not diluted.
AOPD board President Beth Freeman called the joint
meetings a “logical step toward reducing redundancy” within
the IDC. Pinnacle chairman Bruce Eaton agreed, saying
that consolidating meeting time with suppliers “seems like a
progressive step forward in trying to control costs”.
Industry Week ’22 is taking place at Caesars Palace in
Las Vegas between November 6-11. Click here for more
information and to register.
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The Fastest Way to
Perfect Lamination

Fellowes’s new LX Series office laminators have faster than ever document
finishing speeds. These innovative machines are thoughtfully designed and have
patented technology to produce perfect and hassle-free results from start to finish.

InstaHeat

AutoSense

Jam Free
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Communications coordinator appointment at
Highlands; firm joins Hygieia Newtork

Sales, marketing and e-commerce
agency Highlands has announced
the appointment of Emma Valenti as
communications coordinator.
In her role, Emma will work on the
client services team to coordinate
essential communications related to
supporting the company’s clients.
“Emma has experience in marketing
and customer service,” said June
Schmidt, vice president, client
relations at Highlands. “Her engaging
and thoughtful service will enhance
our clients’ overall experience with
Highlands.”
“I’m excited to join the Highlands
team and look forward to learning from
my colleagues and our clients to help

shape sales support and develop
positive client interactions,” said
Valenti.
Meanwhile the company has join
the ISSA Hygieia Network as a gold
sponsor. ISSA Hygieia Network is a
nonprofit community dedicated to
advancing the careers of women in the
cleaning industry.
The Highlands workforce is nearly 45
percent female, and this initiative gives
Highlands employees the opportunity
to attend conferences and webinars,
join the mentoring program and
regional committees, and more.
“I’m pleased Highlands has joined
this incredible network of industry
leaders,” said Jenn McMahan, vice

president, strategic accounts. “We
look forward to connecting with and
supporting women in the jan/san
community and beyond.”

Join the Independent Office Products
and Furniture Dealers Association
Representing office products and furniture dealers,
manufacturers, wholesalers, manufacturers representatives,
and associate service providers. We provide the information,
knowledge, and tools that members need to be successful in
today's ever-evolving business environment.

Benefits and Resources
Advocacy

Providing representation in Washington D.C. on tax reform,
healthcare reform, and broadening access to government
contracts through GSA partnerships.

Health insurance

JOIN TODAY

Gain access to affordable and customizable medical insurance
plans that fit your business and employee needs.

Scholarship Program

Awarding scholarships to deserving families of office products
and office furniture dealers.

Contact us at 630-506-6891 or email: info@iopfda.org
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Clover buys e-commerce business
Clover Imaging Group has acquired a US e-commerce
fulfillment and marketing services company as part of what it
says is its diversification and growth strategy.
Clover has purchased all the operating assets of Phoenix
Direct, a Georgia-based direct-to-consumer and B2B
company. Founded in 2012, Phoenix Direct offers a full suite
of e-commerce fulfillment services, including warehousing
and distribution, plus things such as digital and social media
marketing, catalog and website design, and a 24/7 customer
service call center. It operates out of a facility in Duluth that
includes almost 83,000 square feet of warehouse space that
accommodates more than 400,000 SKUs.
“Phoenix Direct’s deep expertise in e-commerce fulfillment
complements Clover’s unmatched returns management, asset
renewal and redistribution model. It serves as an entry point
to bring Clover’s renewal and resale services to e-commerce
brands and retailers,” the print remanufacturer stated.
Clover Imaging Group CEO George Milton said that,
while the company remained “bullish and focused” on its
core imaging business in the Americas, this acquisition
represented a step forward in its diversification strategy and

the future of the Clover Imaging platform.
“We look forward to leveraging the expertise of both teams
to enhance our current capabilities and accelerate growth,”
he added.
Phoenix Direct CEO Robby Yarbrough said the deal would
significantly expand its customer reach and distribution
capabilities.

Inspiring Organization Since 1949

Check out our
new digital
catalog!

Everything you need for Back-to-School!
Stock up with Back-to-School items from C-Line. We have
everything you need to score an A+ in storage and organization.

Order Today!
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 (800) 323-6084
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 c-line.com
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AIS names new customer experience
manager; receives giving accolade
AIS has announced the hiring of Nadine
Kyrollos in the newly created position of
customer experience manager.
The position was specifically designed
to support AIS dealers by providing
a staffing resource dedicated to the
strategic design, implementation and
optimization of customer experience
programs and initiatives. The customer
experience manager will work with
all dealer interfacing departments to
optimize all levels of the AIS experience.
Nadine Kyrollos, who began in the
position on July 11, brings more than
10 years of experience to the role, most
recently as sales support manager at a
major New England dealership where
she led a team of 15 associates. There,
she interfaced with many departments,
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including finance, operations, sales,
IT, and billing, gaining valuable
experience as she managed challenges
encountered by end user customers.
Meanwhile, The Boston Business
Journal has named AIS an honoree in
its annual 2021 Corporate Citizenship
Awards, a recognition of the region’s top
corporate charitable contributors.
The journal publishes the list annually
to showcase companies that promote
and prioritize giving back to their
communities. AIS, whose contributions
include an impressive list of nearly two
dozen charitable organizations, will
be honored at the BBJ’s 17th Annual
Corporate Citizenship Awards on
Thursday, September 8 at the Revere
Hotel Boston Common.
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“We recognize how fortunate we
have been over the years to be in a
position to give back to the community
and grateful for the opportunity to assist
those in need,” said Bruce Platzman,
co-founder and vice chair of AIS. “In
fact, philanthropy is now a primary focus
for me. Over the years, I have witnessed
the incredible difference that corporate
and personal giving can make and that
motivates me to engage even more.”
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Trodat acquires North American distributor
European firm Trodat has acquired the second-largest
distributor of stamp components in the US and Canada.
The Austria-based vendor has purchased Consolidated
Marking, a division of Taylor Corporation’s Navitor subsidiary,
for an undisclosed sum. Consolidated Marking was formed
in 2012 after US stamp manufacturer Cosco acquired certain
assets of United Marking. It is currently the second-biggest
stamp parts distributor in the US after Trodat itself.
Consolidated Marking will be integrated into Trodat
USA, which has distribution facilities in New Jersey, Illinois
and California. Existing Consolidated customers will be
supported by the Trodat sales team with immediate effect
and have access to the full Trodat product range. Trodat has
also secured an exclusive agreement with Navitor for the
supply of its stamp components.
The two traditional US stamp brands, Comet and Pullman,
which belong to the Consolidated Marking product range,
are also part of the takeover. Metal stamps produced for
various industrial applications will be merged into and
developed with Trodat’s international brand, Justrite.
Trodat said the acquisition will give it greater scale with its
existing customer base.
Going forward, Navitor and sister entity Cosco will focus on
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the production and sale of their respective custom and stock
stamp businesses – where they are market leaders – under
the 2000+ brand.
Navitor Business Unit President Rick Roddis said that the
sale of Consolidated Marking—with its customer base of
rubber stamp makers— would not impact relationships with
its resellers in the office supplies channel.
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Imperial Dade and Envoy Solutions acquire again

Xerox confirms new CEO

Jan/san distributors Imperial Dade and Envoy Solutions have each announced
another acquisition.
The newest addition to the Imperial Dade platform is Palm Paper Supply, a
reseller of food service, janitorial, sanitation and office products that services
customers in the Tampa area of Florida. It marks the 52nd acquisition by Imperial
Dade under the leadership of Bob and Jason Tillis.
Palm will continue to be run by former owners Kenny Narum and Bob Tait.
Meanwhile, Envoy recently purchased Sunbelt Packaging, an industrial
packaging materials and equipment specialist based in South Carolina. The
business—founded in 1980— was acquired from majority owner SouthPointe
Ventures, which had taken over the reseller in partnership with management in
2006.
Sunbelt’s CEO Jade Boling said the tie-up with Envoy would allow the business
to create better and more cost-effective solutions for its customers.
Xerox has appointed Steve
Bandrowczak as its permanent CEO.
Bandrowczak stepped into the
CEO role on an interim basis a few
weeks ago following the death of
John Visentin. Now, Xerox’s board
of directors has confirmed the
company’s former COO as its new
full-time CEO.
Bandrowczak joined the print OEM
in June 2018 from Alight Solutions,
where he had been COO and CIO.

EDmarket launches sales leadership training program
The Education Market Association
(EDmarket) in partnership with
Solomon Coyle has opened
registration for its sales leadership
training program led by Paul Holland,
managing principal.
The program is a focused and
intensive six-session education
program to develop dynamic sales
leaders who can align the dealer’s
brand, strategic vision and business
plan with people, process, methods
and technology to produce a
sustainable return on investment in the
sales operation.
It has been developed for
principals and other members of the
dealer management team—highly
AUGUST 2022

appropriate candidates are those for
whom “sales” is just one of many
hats worn.
Key learning objectives for the
program are:
• Strategic alignment
• Planning acumen
• Talent management
• Performance management
• People development

The program consists of six
sessions: four are virtual and two will
take place on-site in Portland, Oregon
prior to the EDspaces event, which
takes place November 2-4.
The first session is virtual and
scheduled for October 18, 2022. There
are only a limited number of places
available. To register and see the
complete training program overview
click here.
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Whitney Brothers’ Nature
View Writing Center
earns platinum award
Early Learning furniture brand Whitney
Brothers’ new Nature View Writing Center has
received the platinum 2022 Spaces4Learning
New Product Award, a widely recognized
award for product innovation in the
educational products market.
The design of the Nature View Writing Center
accommodates social distancing and activity
workspace in early learning environments, a
nod to the impact of COVID-19 on student desk
design. Notably, the 2022 award marks the
company’s third consecutive win and the fourth
in the last six years.
Now in its seventh year, the Spaces4Learning
New Product Award program honors
manufacturers and suppliers whose products
or services are judged for their ability to
enhance learning environments.

MADE IN AMERICA
SINCE 1962
tennsco.com

IOPFDA News

The race to
November

By: Paul A. Miller, IOPFDA legislative counsel

As most of us wrap up our summer vacations,
members of Congress are just starting their
six-week sabbatical back in their states and
districts. As you know, Washington is not like
any other place in the world and it sure doesn’t
operate like your business. Only in Washington
can you take a six-week vacation with so much
unfinished business left to address. Only in
Washington can you work part time during the
week while the country faces so many current
crises. That, we say, is the Washington way.
As Congress departs for the August recess,
let’s take a look at what’s left on their agenda
and how many days are left on the congressional
calendar before voters take to the polls to decide
who should control Washington for the next two
years. Congress will reconvene on September
13, which means they have two and a half weeks
to complete any unfinished business before they
leave again for the final dash to the campaign
finish line. Then when they reconvene again on
November 14, they will have just three weeks to
finalize everything before they leave for the year.
All in all, there are just 30 days left to complete a
mounting agenda of priorities.
For the past seven months, House and Senate
Democrats have been pushing hard to get a
tax bill onto President Biden’s desk, with no
luck. One would automatically think it was the
Republicans holding them back, but not this time.
This year, Democrats like Senator Joe Manchin
(D-WV) and Senator Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ) have
been the thorn in Leader Schumer’s side. That is,
until now. After months of negotiations, it looks
like Manchin and Schumer have struck a deal
on a very scaled-back tax bill that now has the
blessing of the White House, House Democrats
and a majority of Senate Democrats. That should
mean the president and Democrats should get
a big win and a November election bump, right?
Not so fast. Senator Sinema is the new Joe
Manchin. The Senator has not said whether she
will go along with this bill, and it appears she
may be following Manchin’s playbook—hold out
until you get something big. That is exactly what
Manchin did. In exchange for a tax deal, Manchin
AUGUST 2022
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received support from Schumer and the White House for
completing 304 miles of a pipeline project that has been
stalled. Senator Sinema may now be holding out for her
deal before she agrees to support the bill.
A lot of recent horse trading has eaten up valuable
floor time and kept Democrats from pushing forward
with their agenda before they adjourn. Another factor
impacting the agenda has been the rash of members of
the Senate testing positive for COVID-19. This has kept
Democrats from having the votes they need to pass bills
they had teed up ready to go. As Democrats recover
from COVID-19, it’s Republicans now testing positive,
which may be an advantage for Democrats and their vote
counts.
So, as you can see, nothing is a given in Washington,
especially this close to an election. When Congress
returns in September, they will need to address voter
concerns about gas prices that have reached over $5 a
gallon in some areas. Yes, prices have started to come
down; but is that enough to protect vulnerable Democrats
in November or prevent a tsunami election fallout for
Democrats? Time will tell.
Congress has to pass critical veterans’ healthcare
legislation, which got hung up this week on a change
that forced Republicans to vote against bringing the bill
to the floor. Congress must pass an FY’23 budget before
they leave for the year (if you believe they will do that,
then I have some beachfront land to sell you in Alaska).
Congress also needs to pass its annual National Defense
Reauthorization Bill. Congress needs to address lingering
issues of COVID-19 future funding and a rising number of
monkeypox cases being reported in every state. These
issues and the continued signs that a recession is upon us
complicate the Democrats’ path to holding the majority in
November. They have also emboldened Republicans as
they continue to look to expand their takeover map.
For their part, Republicans continue to play defense.
Although Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) has been willing
to give the green light to vote on issues like veterans’
healthcare, the increasing of the debt ceiling and last
year’s infrastructure bill, he has been able to block the
most significant pieces of the Democrats’ agenda.
Republicans are confident they will retake the House in
November. The question today is: by how many seats?
They currently need five seats to flip the House; but if you
believe the so-called experts, a Republican majority in
2023 could be 30–40 seats. That would be a big deal and
a cause for alarm in the White House.
The Senate is a little different, where Republicans are
having to deal with Trump-backed candidates, finding that
just having the former president’s backing doesn’t mean
a guaranteed victory in November. We are seeing this in
AUGUST 2022

Georgia, where Herschel Walker, former NFL superstar,
is stumbling heading into November. The same applies in
Ohio, where Dr. Oz is finding the path to victory must be
more than rhetoric and attacks. Unlike the House, every
Senate race matters for Republicans. A one to two-seat
majority means the continued logjam of an agenda.
The other wildcard for both Republicans and Democrats
is former President Donald Trump, who continues to
flirt with the idea of running for president in 2024. For
Republicans, a Trump announcement leading up to the
November mid-terms complicates potential wins in swing
districts. For Democrats, a Trump announcement is a
blessing and could stem the potential losses if they can
make the final weeks of the election about Trump and not
issues like gas prices, supply chains, worker shortages
and inflation.
So, while you continue to try to regain your footing from
COVID-19 lockdowns, Congress is more focused on
protecting their jobs. While you worry about increased
costs to your business and ongoing worker shortages,
Congress is focused on trying to sell voters on ideas
that get their votes. The results in November do matter.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a Democrat or Republican.
What matters is: what is the next Congress prepared to
do to tackle the continued supply chain issues we face?
Address workforce development programs and worker
shortages? What is Congress prepared to do to limit a
recession? And what is Congress prepared to do to help
your business?
IOPFDA has a growing list of legislative priorities
and 2023 will be a big year for us. We have issues like
the General Services Administration’s (GSA) online
marketplace, which will allow companies like Amazon to
be a reseller on a platform they control. Congress pulled
the rug out from under us by eliminating the Employee
Retention Tax Credit early. We are still working to get
GSA contract officers to implement a directive that allows
you to increase your prices due to the rise in inflation. To
date, this directive is not being carried out by contracting
officers. As we enter a recession, we will continue to see
impacts on our businesses. The next Congress will have a
Christmas list of ideas to appease every interest group out
there. Our job is to make sure we continue to have a seat
at the table, pushing aggressively for your businesses.
So, mark your calendars! Election day is only 12 weeks
away. Make sure you get out and vote. Make sure you look
at what your business needs and pull that lever for the
candidate (Republican or Democrat) who we can count on
in the new Congress. Pull the lever for the candidate who
will be pro IOPFDA.
The race to November is on for both candidates and us.
Let’s elect a Congress that is pro small business!
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IOPFDA adds NEW
member benefits
By: Mike Tucker

I just returned from a week of meetings at ISSA’s new
headquarters in Rosemont Il—a beautiful facility and great
location, just minutes from O’Hare Airport. The purpose of
the meeting was to bring all ISSA’s divisions together, for the
first time in two years, to better understand each division’s
mission and how we can work together to help the industry.
Of course, much of the focus was on cleaning
products and processes: how ISSA can lead the way in
communication, training and best practices to help its
members remain relevant post COVID-19. (Don’t forget
IOPFDA members have dual membership of ISSA.)
IOPFDA will be introducing a new program to assist office
products dealers in the training and development of jan/
san champions. Current jan/san training programs focus on
cleaning products and how they are used. This program will
train a category champion to work with customers whose
current methods are not meeting standards and introduce
them to ISSA training programs that can help them improve
to the benefit of their customers and employees. In addition
to a commission opportunity, this program will help dealers
take the next step in showing their customers they have more
to offer than just cleaning products.
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In the coming months, IOPFDA will also be
launching the following new programs:
A custom operational and performance
benchmarking tool developed by Solomon Coyle
l Identify the unique characteristics of mid-market
players
l Year 1 will focus on furniture; Year 2 will include
office products and jan/san
l Ongoing analysis of groups’ charts of accounts
and input
l Additional upcoming reviews with the advisory
group covering the proposed format and new
and existing metrics
l Repeats annually…balances benefits with burden
Cybersecurity insurance
l Tailored coverage that meets your
business’s needs
l Risk analysis to identify dealers’ current
vulnerabilities and needs
l Training for those using and responsible for
protecting information and other assets
l Follow-up audits and upgrades as needed

For more information on these or other IOPFDA
benefits contact Mike Tucker at mike@iopfda.org
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The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed and reshaped dynamics and
practices across all industries, and the IDC is no exception. As we move
tentatively into a post-pandemic world, a selection of office product
dealers explain how they have weathered the storm thus far and are
anticipating further shifts in the future.
By Lisa Veeck
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“The silver lining of the pandemic
was we had PPE, a great product
category to sell,” says Jaret Lyons, vice
president of sales and operations for
Emerald Business Supply, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, summarizing the
sentiments of most dealers. “It kept
many of us open and allowed us to
keep our employees. The downside is
that we all would like COVID-19 to just
go away.”
The good news nationwide is the
number of severe COVID-19 cases has
dropped considerably. The downside
for dealers is that sales of PPE are also
falling.
“We are still selling some PPE, but it’s
dropped off,” reports Jordan Kudler,
president and chief operating officer of
Legacy Workplace Solutions, Brooklyn,
New York. “I think people have stepped
back to pre-COVID-19 behavior. They
are not buying the large quantity of
masks or the accelerated levels of
disinfectant anymore.”
And according to Kudler, PPE isn’t
the only category to see changing
trends: “The work from home or
hybrid model hasn’t affected what
people are buying—just how much
they are buying. However, there’s
been an uptick in office purchases:
many accounts are growing weary
of reimbursing employees for the
supplies. The companies would rather
buy the supplies and have employees
take what they need home from the
office than buy them from Amazon or
Staples and turn in receipts.” In fact, he
reports, Legacy hasn’t made a home
delivery in months.
Despite the welcome “uptick,” Kudler
admits sales in most office-related
categories have not yet returned to
pre-COVID-19 levels: “People don’t buy
cases of copy paper or ink cartridges
for home use. They aren’t submitting
vouchers to get reimbursed for toilet
paper or cleaning products. They are
grabbing pens and pads of paper
from their kitchen drawers rather than
ordering boxes of pens.”
AUGUST 2022

These slumps have many dealers
looking to fill the revenue gaps.

Expanding opportunities

While some dealers are concentrating
on offices reopening, FSIoffice,
Charlotte, North Carolina, isn’t waiting.
“We are still in the hybrid mode of
working from home, which has reduced
spend on traditional office supplies,”
says Kim Leazer, FSIoffice CEO. “We
are looking to make some of that up
through the breakroom. Employees
get coffee at work, so they want it
at home. The same with cleaning
products. We are good at pivoting so
we can deliver to homes. The drop in
office supply sales is also being made
up by furniture, which is huge; and by
air purification systems. We also are
getting into shipping supplies—we’ve
always sold some, but it’s an area we
have found we can grow. There are still
a lot of people working from home since
the pandemic, so more products have
to be sent from one place to the next.”
Emerald is similarly focusing on
“shipping and storage—corrugated
boxes, tape, bubble wrap—which
has grown substantially in the last 18
months,” says Lyons. “It is not a leading
category yet, but we are looking into
how to bolster inventory and get
better pricing. One great thing about

Emerald is we are always looking for
opportunities to expand and grow. I
might not have good answers today on
new areas we might expand into; but
tomorrow, it could be a topic that might
take us hours to discuss. We are open
to exploring any commodity that can be
put in a truck and delivered.”
And that doesn’t necessarily mean
an Emerald-owned truck. “A lot of
companies and organizations are
looking at new breakroom options to
keep a foothold in the office,” explains
Lyons. “S.P. Richards is our first-call
wholesaler, but Essendant has
partnered with a company called Green
Rabbit. The company offers perishable
and frozen food delivered in one to
four business days—everything from
fresh fruit and yogurt to frozen pizza
and cheeseburgers. We don’t touch
the order. Customers order through our
website at an appropriate price and
the order is delivered straight to them.
Green Rabbit has been around for a
while. We haven’t started pushing it,
so we haven’t had a lot of sales in this
category. But we are noticing more
interest: more people are looking at it
online.”
And breakroom isn’t the only category
fueling growth. “The volume of furniture
we are selling is three times what we
were selling pre-COVID-19,” reports
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Sharon Reissman, furniture sales
manager and co-owner of Maco Office
Solutions, Union City, New Jersey.
“It’s been a tremendous increase
driven by government funding of the
return to schools [after the pandemic
shutdown]. It is also an environment
demanding change. It used to be all
the seats were in a row and all students
had the same desk facing forward.
Now, it is about giving students—and
businesses—a chance to learn and
work the way they do best—backward,
forward, standing. Furniture plays a
big role in the classroom and impacts
mental health. Now, there’s a lot of
color to stimulate the imagination and
improve outcomes. We’ve come a long
way in the last 100 years. It’s a great
time to be in the industry.”
While Leazer agrees the furniture
style in the education market has
become more relaxed, she sees the
trend in offices going in the opposite
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direction. “In the education market,
we are seeing a little more coming
together space; we are doing a large
lecture hall at one university with
smaller collaborative areas around it,”
she says. “But before the pandemic,
there was a lot more open office space
and collaboration. There is still some,
but the trend we are seeing is a return
to cubicles and higher partitions rather
than lower ones.”

Specializing in specialists

Two other areas Leazer sees as
market-expanding opportunities
for FSIoffice are facilities, including
cleaning and breakroom, and print
and promotions. But growth will
depend on finding the right talent.
“We hired our first specialist years
ago—a woman who had a degree in
records management—and she would
do seminars for customers,” recalls
Leazer. “Of course, there’s no focus on
INDEPENDENT DEALER

that now because of computers, so we
retrained her for another area. But that
alone brought us a five to eight percent
increase in sales annually for several
years. That experience showed us how
important it is. Next, we hired a new
product specialist who was good at
pushing new products out, which gave
us better margins. It took us four years
to find Chris Goodman, our director
of facility supplies. He’s great—a
rainmaker. We are currently looking
for a print and promotions specialist.
We’ve been using specialists for
25 years and will continue to as we
expand into other verticals. It’s brought
us a big increase in business.”
While finding the right print and
production expertise may take time,
this doesn’t leave the category at
a standstill in the meantime. “The
plan until we find the specialist is to
utilize our digital marketing and begin
marketing items in that category in the
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fall,” explains Leazer. “We use digital
tools to create customer profiles, track
what they are buying and do target
marketing.”

Words of wisdom

Our interviewees have some final
suggestions for fellow dealers keen to
broaden their horizons. “If you want to
expand, commit to it,” urges Leazer.
“Invest in the inventory and the training
and hire a specialist. Business owners
don’t have the time to do it all. Don’t
deceive yourself.”
“I don’t have advice on getting
business for dealers selling in
Emerald’s territory,” laughs Lyons. But
he does reveal: “At Emerald, we think
investing in your people is important.
Employees are our greatest asset
because ultimately, people buy from
people.”
Kudler agrees that people are key.
“Focus on what you do best with
a heightened level of attention on
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relationships and performance,” he
advises. “The level of dissatisfaction
with the big boxes is increasing. I
regularly hear how customers are
increasingly unhappy with the big
boxes that, on a good day, provide
sterilized customer relationships.
Now, with all the labor shortages and
supply issues, they are having trouble
providing even that. There’s so much
focus on how people buy, which can
change. But in all these years, what
hasn’t changed is that people expect
to get what they want for a reasonable
price within a reasonable timeframe.
There’s a lot of discussion about which
is better: inside or outside sales reps.
Regardless of whether reps are in
or out, what’s important is having a
consistent relationship with reps who
are knowledgeable about the products
they are selling and about their
customers’ specific needs. At Legacy,
we focus on providing a heightened
level of service. We try to review every
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online order. Customers are inputting
orders—work we used to have to do.
We figure the least we can do is give
the orders extra attention to be sure
our customers have ordered what they
wanted correctly and we fill it right. We
look for things that don’t make sense,
such as if they order a legal-size file
cabinet but 8½ x 11 file folders. Or
we watch if they order an excessive
amount of something that seems
unusual, like 500 boxes of pens instead
of their usual five. We try to catch it and
follow up.”
Lisa Veeck is associate editor of
INDEPENDENT DEALER and owner of
Clean Communications, a full-service
content-generating firm specializing
in office products, cleaning and
maintenance, and healthcare
industries. She can be reached at
lisa@cleancommunications.biz or
773-484-7412.
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By Troy Harrison

THE BOY SCOUTS WERE RIGHT:

SALESPEOPLE SHOULD

BE PREPARED
“Be prepared.” That’s the Boy Scout
motto, and I’ve spoken about it before.
So many sales are lost not because
the customer doesn’t want to buy,
but because the salesperson isn’t
prepared to sell. Every salesperson
THINKS that they’re prepared to
sell—but few actually walk through
the steps and define what it takes to
make a sale happen. Worse, too many
salespeople are the first to pump the
brakes on the sales process. The
customers should always be the first
to pump the brakes. Being prepared
isn’t applying artificial pressure; it’s
simply moving at the customer’s pace.
What is your sales process? By
“sales process,” I mean: “What are
the steps involved in making a sale?”
Walk it through, start to finish, with the
objective of understanding the “catch
points” and seeing what you can do
to eliminate them. You also need to
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understand the customer’s interest
curve, which we’ll address first.
Think of the customer’s interest as a
bell curve. On the left (the beginning)
of the curve, your customer’s
interest is typically low. Then, as you
move forward—discovering needs
and showing how your product or
service can address those needs
and generate a positive result—your
customer’s interest increases until it
hits the peak of the bell curve. That
moment in time when the customer’s
interest is highest is the best moment
to complete a sale. But how do we
know? Actually, it’s easy: the customer
usually asks a question:
“So, how much does that cost?”
When your customer asks for a price,
they are usually at the peak of their
interest curve. Every word you use,
every day that goes by, before you
answer that question only moves
INDEPENDENT DEALER

the customer back DOWN the bell
curve. This is one of the places that
good sales go to die. It’s not the only
one, though. There are other places
and other ways that we hurt our sales
potential through not being prepared
to make a sale happen. Here are five
ways in which salespeople get in their
own way:
• Not having good questions: Sales
is an activity of questioning and
intellectual curiosity. You need to
want to know about your customer’s
needs, defined results and defined
“wins” from the sales call. It’s not
enough to have a list of questions
in front of you (although you should
have one; I’ve made thousands of
sales calls and I still have a basic
list of questions whenever I make
a sales call)—you have to be
prepared to create good questions
on the fly. Remember: 80 percent
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of your chance to win or lose the
sale is determined by the questions
you ask. The worst question is
the one that you don’t ask, so be
comprehensive.
• Being your own worst objector:
Salespeople are guilty of this one
all the time. You’ve probably done it
too: gone into a sales call thinking,
“No way they’ll buy today,” or
something like it. This becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy. If you don’t
think your customer will buy, they
won’t. This manifests itself in a
number of different ways, including
being your own worst price
objector, thinking negatively about
your ability to carry out the sale and
so on. You end up being artificially
slow playing the sale, while your
competitor walks right past you and
grabs the deal.
• Not taking sales tools into the call:
There’s really no excuse for this
one. All the time, I see salespeople
who are scared to death to take
sales tools into a sales call—
including necessary sell sheets
(paper or electronic), and even
contracts and order forms. The
explanation I hear most commonly
is, “I don’t want to intimidate the
customer.” Really? Your customer
knows why you’re there—even if
YOU don’t. Don’t be that guy or gal.
When you go into a sales call, be
prepared to make that sale happen.
• Being unprepared to price: Look,
I know that not every salesperson
can be fully prepared to price
every piece of business. Some
needs are complicated. Some are
complex projects. Some require
quotes from manufacturers. And
if your situation is truly one of
those, you are excused from this
comment. That said, too many of
you are not excused: you have the
tools, price sheets, etc. available
to you to quote price, but when the
customer asks, “How much?” you
immediately retreat to the Batcave
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to develop the magic proposal.
Why? If you have the tools, quote
the price—because if you don’t
quote the price, you can’t close!
Which leads us to…
• Being unwilling to seek
commitment: Notice that I didn’t
say, “Being unwilling to close the
sale.” Not every appointment can
end with a closed sale—but EVERY
appointment should end with a
commitment for a next step. If you
can close (i.e., you have identified
needs, presented, proposed),
then by all means ask the closing
question. If you do really have
to continue the sales process to
another appointment, then set
the next appointment right then
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and there. If you don’t, you have
no one to blame but yourself if
the customer loses interest. Don’t
get me wrong: many, if not most,
sales won’t be closed in one call.
However, by being prepared, you
can shorten the sales cycle without
annoying your customer.

Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like
You Mean It! and The Pocket Sales
Manager, and a speaker, consultant,
and sales navigator. He helps
companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule a
free 45-minute sales strategy review,
call 913-645-3603 or email
Troy@TroyHarrison.com.
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“INOCULATING”
YOUR CUSTOMERS
By Tom Buxton

FROM PRICE
INCREASES
I know—no matter which side you’re
on in the battle over the origins of, and
solutions to, the recent pandemic—that
hearing terms relating to infections and/
or vaccines is probably not something
you want to spend much time doing.
I get it; so I promise to not speak
about any medical issues this month.
But the concept of inoculation was
vitally important to the success of my
office products business in the past
and has become a very powerful
strategy for many dealers in 2022
as they try to simultaneously retain
their customers while improving their
profitability. The concept behind an
inoculation is initiating a shot—or, in our
case, a discussion—focused on the
disease itself. In this case, the disease
is inflation and inoculation takes the
form of a focused discussion with your
customer about how they feel about
it—and you.
So, let me ask owners, managers
and salespeople this question: do you
ever wake up in the middle of the night
wondering if one of your top customers
is being enticed by a competitor?
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Come on, admit it—periods of massive
inflation like we are experiencing right
now can interrupt even the very best
dreams. Are you doing anything that is
helping you proactively manage that
fear? If nothing has worked so far, let
me provide a few suggestions.
First, the concept of account reviews
has been around our industry since I
was just starting out in the business,
but many otherwise great dealers
don’t even schedule them. I speak
to dealers all the time that intend to
make the effort or scheduled some
a few years ago, but don’t currently
prioritize spending time with their best
customers to review their purchases.
ECI’s Acsellerate group has made it
very easy to create an account review
within two minutes, so you can’t use
the excuse that providing this type of
information is difficult. Also, over the
years, they have added the ability to
exclude certain sensitive sets of data
in case providing some information
would cause the conversation to move
in a direction that you prefer it didn’t.
And for those of you that use DDMS,
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there is a product called Profitability
Manager that will actually pick out
lower-priced subs for your customer
that also make your company more
money. (Full disclosure: I helped create
Profitability Manager and it is, to my
knowledge, the only product of its type
that currently exists.)
But I can hear some of you say,
“Tom, I will sleep even worse if I give
my customer information that shows
how much prices have gone up.” To
those of you that are afraid, let me ask
this: do you think that your customer
doesn’t already know that their prices
have increased? Anyone that buys gas
(yes, I know it has gone down 50 cents
per gallon in some places) is aware of
inflation; so providing data and solutions
to somewhat lower a customer’s spend
would be very refreshing for most of
your top 100 clients.
Do you know what else would be
refreshing for your clients? Over the
years, during times of inflation like
we are currently experiencing, I have
found that asking great questions
increases loyalty and minimizes
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customer churn. Here are just a few of
them, starting with the most important
question that should assist you in the
attempt to become a consultant rather
than just a sales rep. After thanking
them for meeting with you to review
their purchases, ask them:
• “How is your company dealing with
all the challenges that our crazy
world is presenting right now in the
area of inflation? Please, tell me
about that.”
• Ask a follow-up question about
issues that they mention, like
employee shortages, supply chain
issues and pricing concerns.
• Commiserate with them and ask
what your company can do to be of
assistance. Quite often, they may
make a joke about giving them
everything for free; if that happens,
you are truly moving towards
becoming a consultant.

The fact that most salespeople
never ask about price concerns can
give your company a great chance
of retaining the customer in spite of
price increases. You can contact me to
discuss how this works if you would like
to (at no charge.) So, please schedule
a review meeting with your top 30-50
accounts, because I promise (okay,
maybe it’s more like an educated hope)
that it will improve the restfulness of
your nights and the loyalty of the vast
majority of the clients you visit.
We are in the process of completing
this task with two of the dealers I
work closely with and so far, we have
a perfect record of retaining all the
business, expanding the consultative
relationship and in some cases gaining
even more sales opportunities.
The only failure any of the reps I
currently work with has experienced
is with a customer that he thought
wouldn’t need an inoculation

conversation. He spoke to the customer
quite often about sports, family, movies
and things to do on the weekend.
But they did not have an inoculation
conversation. That customer called the
rep late last month and told him that
they were leaving for a lower-priced
provider because “Your prices are too
high and we are needing to lay people
off, so we will no longer be buying from
you.” Ouch! That story is enough to
make anyone lose some sleep.
In addition to serving as national sales
manager for AOPD, Tom Buxton,
founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers
to help increase sales and profitability.
Tom is also the author of a book on
effective business development,
Dating the Gatekeeper.
For more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.

Increased Prices = Increased
Margins? Think again.
ECI has teamed up with the The Interbizgroup to help ensure
you are always making a profit. The new Margin Accelerator
offers a customized experience detailing how you can
increase profit margins while maintaining customers loyalty.
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By Marisa Pensa

THREE WAYS
SALES MANAGERS
SAVE TIME
THROUGH ROUTINE
ONE-ON-ONES
As a sales leader, do you keep a rhythm of regular
one-on-ones with individual sales reps on your team?
We hear one of two things from sales professionals on
this issue: either, “I don’t need one-on-ones and I talk to
my manager all the time,” or “My manager is too busy for
one-on-ones and they always get rescheduled.”
Most people crave feedback and need ongoing
encouragement, guidance and support from their manager.
At the same time, as a sales leader or manager, there are

real challenges—from labor shortages to managing
inventory and lead times—that can make it easy for
“firefighting” to dictate your day. It’s also easy to bend to
the feedback from your team if they say they don’t need
the one-on-one time.
Your time and your rep’s time are extremely valuable.
But falling out of the rhythm of regular one-on-ones
won’t save you time. In fact, it will likely cost you time in
the long run because you’ll have to take extra steps to
communicate and get updates from your team.
The next time you’re tempted to cancel or reschedule a
one-on-one, consider these three reasons why sticking to
your regular cadence will save you time and sanity!
Three ways one-on-ones save time for sales
managers:
• They reduce the number of emails being sent back
and forth: Regular one-on-ones will allow you and
your team members to save topics for your scheduled
meeting because you already know you have that
time on the calendar together. This is when reps
commonly say “… But I talk to my manager all
the time and use email to provide updates or ask
questions.” While you can’t avoid emails altogether,
they don’t allow for the quality conversations needed
to nurture your relationships with your team members.
• They encourage open discussions about priorities:
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When you and your rep keep agenda items that
you can both edit, your one-on-ones will be more
efficient and effective, making your time together
more purposeful and productive.
• They provide a dedicated time to have tough
conversations, if needed: At some point, you may
need to have a tough conversation with a member
of your team. Whatever the reason may be (e.g.,
clarifying expectations, discussing changes in
performance), this gives you the quality time
needed to address any issues while creating the
opportunity to offer support or coaching.
One-on-ones can be used to get to know your
team members, understand their individual strengths
and weaknesses, and provide guidance on how to
advance opportunities in their pipeline as well as their
overall sales careers.
Now, you may have a few experienced team
members who aren’t necessarily “craving” direction;
but having regular scheduled one-on-ones with these
reps will “feed the eagles.” Your one-on-one agendas
will likely be different for these veteran team members
and will require some pre-call planning. As a result

of this added planning, you’ll be in a position to have more
purposeful conversations so that veteran team members
walk away with an idea, a strategy or even an opportunity
to mentor someone else to do something they can do
effortlessly.
Whether you’re meeting with a new hire or one of your
seasoned veterans, routine is key to making one-on-ones
a powerful tool for creating alignment and establishing a
trusting relationship.
If you’ve fallen out of the rhythm of regular one-on-ones,
set a recurring meeting and send invites to those on your
management or sales team that need your insights and
coaching the most. Be realistic about frequency and duration
so you can avoid rescheduling. The key is consistency.
Establishing a regular cadence of one-on-ones with your
team will help both you and them feel energized, engaged
and better equipped to do the job at hand, and will ultimately
help your dealership thrive!
Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods in Motion, a sales
training company that helps dealers execute training
concepts and create accountability to see both inside and
outside sales initiatives through to success. For more
information, please visit www.methodsnmotion.com.

INSIDE SALES HAS EVOLVED. WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO KEEP UP?
Our updated Inside Sales Program will give the tools, tips, and hands-on coaching to
implement the power of both the phone and video throughout your inside sales process.
Marisa@methodsnmotion.com
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